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TEASER

On BLACK:

DREW (V.O.)
You know what they say. If you
don't like what people are talking
about, change the conversation.

A FLURRY of paparazzi-style PHOTOS:

BRANDON laughing, fingers entangled with those of the
gorgeous OLIVIA MASTERS, a vivacious Senior with a wide
smile.

HEADLINE: EXPERIMENT OVER? PEWTER LOCKS LIPS W/ BELOVED
SENIOR OLIVIA MASTERS!!!

They're perched on a picnic table at Sunset Valley High.
She sits in his lap, his face in her neck and hand curling
up her shirt as she laughs.

They kiss up against a wall of lockers, deep in their own
world.

PULL BACK to show them on the front page of SUNSET VALLEY
EXPOSED followed by photos of ALICE with wet cheeks, head
held high walking through the school. A grim-faced KIAN.

A prominent headline: PEWTER/DALEY ROMANCE DESTROYED BY
CUNNING LIPS OF HOMEWRECKER CUNNINGHAM.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
And it seems like Brandon's way of
changing the conversation means
that everyone's back on their
favorite topic: me.

(beat)
But at least this time I'm not
just a slut, now I get to be a
sexual predator and a homewrecker.
Great.

FADE IN:

INT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - CAFETERIA - DAY

Sat at a table together: a scowling DREW picking through
his lunch, and CHESS chatting amiably with a vivid and
excited Brandon and Olivia.

Olivia points at Chess while making a point, laughing and
having a ball. Takes a sip of her smoothie.

Drew eyes Brandon.
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DREW (V.O.)
But it seems like Brandon's a
changed man. He hasn't gone to
Junkie's Paradise since our little
bonding session. Instead, he seems
glued to me.

Drew looks Brandon up and down, smiles.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Although I guess there are worse
things that could be happening
instead.

Olivia glances at Brandon and suddenly they're eating each
other's faces.

DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
(winces)

Or maybe there aren't. Watching
Brandon go spelunking in Olivia's
tonsils is actually making me less
attracted to him. Ugh.

(beat)
I guess it's for the best though,
right?

He slumps back, eying his food.

CHESS
So, Liv, how did you guys meet?

They pull apart. Their dialogue is couple-cute, the patter
of two people in constant contact:

BRANDON
Please don't tell her the story.

OLIVIA
You mean, the greatest asking-out
in history?

BRANDON
Stop. Please.

OLIVIA
His first day back after his little
sabbatical, Bran sees me staring.
I gotta admit, I was half trying
to figure out if he was 'that guy'
from SVH Exposed.

BRANDON
(grins)

Half?

OLIVIA
Until you noticed me looking, then
I forgot all about that.
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Chess grins. Drew yawns.

OLIVIA (CONT'D)
So he sees me, and he gives me
this cheeky little grin. A smirk,
like he knew my whole story. And
he walks up to me and says, don't
be a coward. You wanna talk to me,
talk to me.

BRANDON
And she - of course - says she
doesn't know how to be brave, and
I should demonstrate. Because that
wasn't a hint or anything-

OLIVIA
So this guy - this gorgeous guy
right here - just steps up to me,
pulls right up close to me and
kisses me like the world's about
to end. And this was like a 'last
20 minutes of the movie' kiss. It
was a fuckin' masterpiece.

BRANDON
To be fair, I'd been thinking about
kissing you for like 10 minutes
straight at that point. I had it
pretty planned out.

Olivia smirks at him.

OLIVIA
And that's how we started dating.

CHESS
(to Brandon)

You've found a girl who does hot
yoga, runs track and makes her own
smoothies. You are way out of your
league, Brandon.

OLIVIA
You sound like you wanna steal me
away from him. I might actually be
tempted - boobs are awesome.

Chess gives a charming smirk. Olivia pulls her straw from
her smoothie and flicks some of it at her playfully.

Drew eyes Brandon. Frowns.

DREW (V.O.)
I think I just found the first
layer of hell. God I hate happy
people.

(MORE)
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DREW (V.O.) (CONT'D)
(sighs)

Just because he can sell it with
her doesn't make him any less gay.

Chess eyes Drew, rolls her eyes.

BRANDON
Well, we have physics. Later guys.

DREW
"We"? Already coordinating your
schedules?

OLIVIA
(winks)

Not yet.

Brandon and Olivia head off. Chess looks to Drew.

CHESS
That was amazing. They're so...
convincing.

By this point, Drew looks like he wants to poke his eyes
out in sheer frustration.

DREW
You know it's bullshit, right?

CHESS
Of course. I did a scientific
exploration for myself, he's gay
as a rainbow riding a unicorn
through an all-male strip club.
But, it's still fascinating.

DREW
Scientific... exploration?

(beat, shakes head)
Nevermind. Bigger fish to fry. You
know how many people are watching
us right now?

CHESS
Seventeen. Eighteen if you could
the Twins as two different people.

Drew turns around and sees JENSEN and JARED watching them,
practically salivating. He shudders.

CHESS (CONT'D)
Also, I've gotten six emails this
week looking for a sex tape
featuring you and Brandon.

DREW
This is ridiculous. We kissed once!

(MORE)
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DREW (CONT'D)
(beat)

Maybe it was twice or something,
whatever. Why does everybody think
we had sex?

CHESS
You disappeared into the woods
with the same guy you kissed at a
party a few weeks back. What else
is everyone supposed to think?!

DREW
Come on. You know I'm not the slut
this school has decided I am.

CHESS
Pretty sure you've done a decent
job cultivating that image, though.
The photo shoot with Stalkers One
and Two over there, for example.

Another glance over shows that the twins have moved a couple
of tables closer.

DREW
Your idea, might I remind you?

(beat)
Anyway, I don't want people talking
about me. I like my personal life
to be just that - personal.

(grins)
Just me and my hand, you know?

CHESS
Okay one, ew. We're not close enough
for masturbation stories yet and
two, good luck with that! Stop
slutting around and I'm pretty
sure SVH Exposed is just gonna
start making stuff up.

DREW
(cunning)

Unless.

Chess perks up.

CHESS
This sounds promising.

DREW
That blog has chased me,
photographed me, insulted me. It's
tried to ruin my life. So let's
return the favor.

(MORE)
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DREW (CONT'D)
(grins)

Let's find the bitch who's been
writing this thing and paste their
photo on the front door of the 
school. It's time for revenge,
nuclear winter style.

He looks to Chess, who nods.

DREW (CONT'D)
Lets take this asshole down for
good.

Off of his determination:

BLACK OUT.

END OF TEASER
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ACT ONE

FADE IN:

INT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - CORRIDOR - DAY

Chess and Drew move through the halls.

CHESS
So how do we track down this
blogger? They've stayed under the
radar for years.

DREW
Anyone who hates Isaac and Brandon?
I mean, they targeted me, but-

CHESS
Wait. Shut up a second.

DREW
Oooookay.

CHESS
Brandon. That crack you made about
him and Olivia coordinating their
schedules. I think I might have an
idea.

Drew raises an eyebrow.

INT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - COMPUTER LAB - DAY

Chess types away at a computer like a maniac, Drew next to
her. He looks like he's desperately trying to keep up.

CHESS
So, the person writing Exposed has
never posted in these times all
semester: First period Monday,
third and fourth periods Wednesday,
fourth period Friday. There's a
classroom in the West end of the
school where you can't get signal.

DREW
So, our blogger couldn't update
because they were trapped in class?

CHESS
Exactly. Using my dad's account, I
can look at the scheduling system
and figure out which students are
in that room every week during
those periods.

DREW
You're a genius, Chess. Seriously,
a genius.
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Drew grins at her. Chess eyes the screen and frowns.

CHESS
Can you check the door? If anyone
sees I'm using my dad's account-

DREW
Sure!

Drew moves to check the door.

Chess looks over her file with the schedules. Winces.
REMOVES one of the names.

Drew returns. She hits PRINT.

CHESS
So, we've got five names to work
off of.

Drew grabs the paper and looks it over.

DREW
Bear's too dumb to mastermind
something like this and I can't
see it being Shannon either - if
she had the powers of a gossip
queen, don't you think she'd prevent
herself from being the school's
punching bag?

CHESS
We can't exclude anyone at this
stage, but you're right, they're
not the strongest candidates. But
look at the other three.

Chess brings up a student profile of each as she speaks,
complete with PHOTO and STUDENT FILE:

The first is drop-dead gorgeous and built BEN LOCKE,
basically teenage Wolverine with nerd glasses.

CHESS (CONT'D)
We've got Ben Locke, who came to
SVH under the cloud of a mysterious
scandal nobody knows the details
of.

DREW (V.O.)
Gee, wish nobody knew the details
of my scandalous arrival.

Second: Seductive latina CARMEN SORRENTO, blowing the
photographer a kiss.
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CHESS
Next is Carmen Sorrento, maneater
extraordinaire. Three exes in a
row cheated on her and found
themselves exposed on the site,
complete with humiliating photos.

And the final candidate: none other than OLIVIA, Brandon's
new girlfriend!

CHESS (CONT'D)
And things have just gotten very
interesting...

Drew eyes the photo of Olivia, his expression cold. Ready
for revenge.

EXT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - CAMPUS - DAY

Kian sits with Alice, wearing a hoodie in the bright
sunlight to hide her face and working on homework.

KIAN
You look ridiculous in that.

(laughs)
If you wanted people to not notice
you, it's not working.

ALICE
Kian, just... stop. Let me do my
homework in peace.

KIAN
Homework. During your free period.
Who are you and what have you done
with my sister?

ALICE
(hisses)

Why don't you ask Brandon?

She glances over where Brandon and Olivia pass a cigarette
between them, engaged in conversation.

ALICE (CONT'D)
It's been less than a week, and
he's already with another girl.
And it had to be her, too.

KIAN
I thought you liked Olivia?

ALICE
Liked is past tense, moron. Ever
since you broke up with her she's
blamed me so thanks for that,
asshole.

Kian looks over at Brandon, his face twisting in anger.
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KIAN
You deserve better and hell, so
does she.

Alice sits up. Pulls the hoodie away from her face, worried.

ALICE
I know that voice. Kian, don't do
something stupid.

Kian says nothing. His fingers curl into fists.

ALICE (CONT'D)
This is why dad got you a therapist
for your birthday!

KIAN
I'll be right back.

Kian stands, moving towards Brandon and Olivia. Brandon
sees him coming and stands.

BRANDON
Here comes Mr. White Knight to the
rescue.

KIAN
Shut up.

As he moves forward, Kian pulls his fist up and drives a
RIGHT HOOK into Brandon's face, then grabs his shirt collar
and THROWS him to the ground!

Brandon scrambles to his feet and LAUNCHES himself at Kian,
the two rolling across the grass in a heap of writhing
fists.

Brandon knees Kian's stomach, Kian slams his fist into
Brandon's throat. This one's rough.

TEACHER (O.S.)
Hey! You two, stop that!

Suddenly, Mr Bell is there, and he and another TEACHER are
pulling them apart.

Mr Bell looks from Kian to Brandon and back.

MR BELL
(to Teacher)

I've got this.
(to the boys)

My office. Now.

He leads Kian and Brandon toward the school.
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INT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - MR BELL'S OFFICE - DAY

Mr Bell looks over the boys, bruised but far from badly
injured.

MR BELL
Kian. Brandon. Is this going to
become a recurring problem?

KIAN
Mr Bell, I am so sorry, this is
totally my fault.

BRANDON
Exactly, so can I go?

Kian shoots a poisonous look at Brandon, who crosses his
arms and leans back.

BRANDON (CONT'D)
What? He just attacked me out of
nowhere. For the second time in
like a month, might I add!

MR BELL
How's Isaac Rutherford doing,
Brandon?

Brandon's eyes drop to the floor.

MR BELL (CONT'D)
Now traditionally I would suspend
both of you for a scene like that,
but I know you're both good kids.

Brandon and Kian both SCOFF, then, surprised, glare at one
another.

MR BELL (CONT'D)
So you've got detention. Let's
give it what, six hours? You can
spend it here.

KIAN
Wait, what?

BRANDON
That's bullshit, sir. I didn't
even do anything!

MR BELL
Then this will give Kian plenty of
opportunity to apologise to you.

(beat)
And vice versa.

Kian and Brandon share a glance - this is totally unfair.
Mr Bell just smiles.
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MR BELL (CONT'D)
Plus, there's a camera in here.
Visuals only, but I'll know if
either one of you decides he has
better things to do.

(smiles)
And if you both spend it tweeting
or looking at porn on your cell
phones, I'll know.

He stands.

MR BELL (CONT'D)
Work it out like gentlemen or next
time I'll be extra harsh, to
underline my disappointment.

Mr Bell leaves, closing the door behind him. Brandon and
Kian eye one another, wary and silent.

INT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - CORRIDOR - DAY

Drew and Chess eye CARMEN at her locker, flirting with 
PRESTON. He leans in close for a kiss and she turns her
face away, whispering in his ear. He sighs, kisses her on
the cheek, and walks away.

CHESS
Gross.

DREW (V.O.)
Even worse than Brandon and Olivia:
two terrible people trying to figure
out if their particular brands of
evil fit together.

Drew looks to Chess.

DREW (CONT'D)
What are we going to say?

CHESS
Let's wing it.

Chess moves towards her, forcing Drew to follow. She moves
to Carmen.

CHESS (CONT'D)
Hi, Carmen? We know you run SVH
Exposed and we're ready to out
you. Any last words?

Carmen looks Chess up and down, as if a bad smell has
approached.

CARMEN
Honey, that's cute.
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CHESS
Classroom 207. Four times a week,
you're in class there and can't
release a blast. Shame you're in
there twice on Wednesday.

DREW
Must make your fingers burn to not
be able to ruin people's lives for
two periods in a row every week.

(deadpan)
Mine in particular.

CARMEN
The fact you think I actually attend
class is adorable and if you want
proof I'm not your girl, take a
gander at that bitch's last blast
about me.

CHESS
What's that supposed to mean?

CARMEN
She blasted that Brett was seeing
half the volleyball squad before
we broke up. I guess sending her
dirt for a year didn't earn me a
heads up first.

Carmen slams her locker and storms off.

CHESS
So much for that theory.

They share a worried glance.

INT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - MR BELL'S OFFICE - DAY

Brandon and Kian sit in silence. Brandon glances at Kian.

BRANDON
Fuck it. I'm sorry.

KIAN
Be more specific, Pewter. I've got
a list.

Brandon's jaw tenses but he holds it in. Calms down.

BRANDON
I didn't really know Olivia before
we got together. I didn't know she
and Alice were friends, or that
whole... history.

KIAN
Okay, apology #1 accepted. Next?
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BRANDON
Fuck you.

There's nothing quite like a curse word to get the tension
in the room rising.

KIAN
And here I was, daring to dream
you might surprise me.

BRANDON
What do you want, an apology for
hurting Alice? Because it's none
of your business, frankly. That's
a conversation between me and her.

KIAN
Which you've made no attempts to
have.

BRANDON
Alright then, let's do this. If
you don't recall, she dumped me.
She refused to believe me. She
decided I was gay and left me.

KIAN
You really are clueless, aren't
you? Alice didn't care that it was
Cunningham - she cared that it was
while you were together! She would
have run into traffic for you, you
asshole, and you treated her like
shit for a year while all I could
do was watch!

BRANDON
You think being with Alice was a
walk in the park? You live with
her, so if you don't see how cruel
and manipulative that girl is-

KIAN
She loved you. That's what matters.
And you kissed someone else, maybe
more. Did you fuck Cunningham? 
Maybe Chess?

BRANDON
Fuck you! I tried to make that
relationship work. You think I
didn't know how much she loved me,
how much I wanted to just love her
back? To just be the kind of person
who could? How hard I tried to be
that? You don't know shit about
me, Daley.

(MORE)
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BRANDON (CONT'D)
(scowls)

You follow her like her little
bitch and don't think too hard. No
wonder the whole school thinks you
and Alice are fucking. Me, I think
you'd be cute together-

Kian's eyes are filled with fury. He moves forward, his
hand gripping around Brandon's neck and SHOVING him against
the wall.

Kian SLAMS his knee into Brandon's chest once, twice,
driving the air from his lungs as he shoves his hands around
Brandon's throat. Brandon hits Kian, but he's all out of
strength.

Kian snaps to his senses, and steps back. Looks down at
Brandon, who coughs, trying to catch his breath. Kian is
horrified.

Brandon looks up at him, shocked, and Kian runs from the
office.

INT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - CORRIDOR - DAY

Drew and Chess eye Ben Locke futzing around at his locker.
He keeps glancing down the hall, attempting to keep a low
profile.

Chess follows his gaze, sighs.

DREW
What?

CHESS
I'm pretty sure we can cross this
kid off our list.

DREW
Please explain what magic you just
did, Sherlock.

She points where Ben is looking. SHANNON at her own locker.

CHESS
I've had a few stalkers. I know
one when I see one.

DREW
So, he arranged his time table to
match hers. How does that rule him
out? For all we know that's why
the dead zone took him by surprise.

CHESS
SVH Exposed spent a week on
Shannon's crush on my dad.

(MORE)
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CHESS (CONT'D)
If Ben's our Big Bad, she'd have
been off limits.

Drew frowns. He moves towards Ben, shocking Chess.

CHESS (CONT'D)
What are you doing?

DREW
I don't like stalkers.

Drew steps in front of Ben as he moves to leave his locker,
visibly angry.

DREW (CONT'D)
Ben. Hi, I don't think we've met.
I'm Drew.

BEN
(confused)

Hi, Drew.

DREW
I believe we have a mutual friend.
Shannon Littlewell?

BEN
I don't think so, I don't really
know her-

DREW
Let's go say hi.

Drew grabs Ben and GRAGS him towards Shannon, startling
her.

DREW (CONT'D)
Hi Shannon.

SHANNON
Hi, Drew... and Ben... and Chess.

She looks a little alarmed. Okay, a lot alarmed.

SHANNON (CONT'D)
What's going on?

DREW
Do you wanna tell her, Ben, or
should I? Well, hey, why not:
Shannon, this guy's a creep who's
been stalking you. He arranged his
schedule so he could creep on you
all day. Thought you should know.

Shannon looks from Ben, to Drew, and back to Ben.
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SHANNON
Is this true, Ben?

BEN
(to his feet)

I just think you're really pretty
and nobody appreciates you. I'm
not stalking you, but... I do have
a crush. On you.

Shannon slowly smiles. Her eyes water.

SHANNON
You have a crush? On me?

Ben raises his eyes to hers. Smiles.

BEN
Why's that a surprise? You're the
most beautiful girl at this school.

Shannon presses a hand to her chest, overwhelmed.

SHANNON
Then prove it.

Ben sighs, moves forward and KISSES her.

Drew glances at Chess. Not what he expected.

DREW
So...

The two break apart, glaring at him.

SHANNON
A little privacy?

DREW
First... are you the SVH blogger?

SHANNON
Obviously not.

CHESS
We think you're a suspect. I mean,
you knew about Preston and me and
the ugly details of that were all
over the blog.

SHANNON
So did Preston, and I'm pretty
sure he sent those to Exposed
himself. I'm not trying to humiliate
you, I'm trying to be your friend
again!

DREW
Really?
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SHANNON
Why do you think I rearranged my
schedule to match yours after the
photoshoot? I wanted a chance to
get close to you again.

Chess' eyes go wide. Drew blinks, realizing.

DREW
Wait. Your schedule is the same as
Chess'?

SHANNON
Yeah, carbon copy. Why?

Drew looks at Chess. She's shaking.

DREW
You're the only one who knew about
the kisses.

CHESS
I swear, it's not me.

DREW
You lied to me. You erased your
name from the list. And yeah, I
know that every time I get dragged
through the mud, everyone pays
more attention to you. It fits,
Chess.

CHESS
Drew, please-

DREW
Prove it.

Chess has no words.

DREW (CONT'D)
Until you can prove to me that
you're not the one who's been making
my life a living hell for months...
We're done. Done.

Drew walks away, leaving Chess breathless.

BLACK OUT.

END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

FADE IN:

INT. CUNNINGHAM HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - EVENING

Drew enters the house, a flurry of motion. He slams his
bag onto the couch and sits next to it, putting his face
in his hands.

DREW
Mom? You home?

Out of the kitchen comes CHRIS. His smile drops when he
sees how upset Drew is.

CHRIS
Drew, are you okay?

DREW
Is mom home?

CHRIS
She took the car in to get fixed
but... I'm here.

DREW
No, I'm fine-

CHRIS
Drew, I'm your father. I want you
to feel like you can talk to me
about anything.

DREW
That would be nice, but I don't.

Drew moves to leave, but Chris blocks his way.

CHRIS
Come on. Give me a chance.

Drew rubs his eyes, nods.

DREW
I think that the one friend I have
at school betrayed me. Has been
using me for her own benefit.

CHRIS
Chess? Drew, that girl worships
you.

DREW
She likes what being my friend
does for her at school. She likes
the attention she gets from being
friends with the school trainwreck.
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CHRIS
Don't say that. You get decent
grades, you're one of the best
young men I've ever met. You're
not a trainwreck.

DREW
You wanna come to school and tell
everyone?

CHRIS
Sure. In a heartbeat.

Drew, surprised, smiles.

DREW
Oh. Well... points for you, Dad.

Chris grins.

CHRIS
Why do you think she's using you?

DREW
She lied to me.

CHRIS
I've met Chess. She's fearless,
but I can tell she'd be gutted if
she lost you.

Drew pauses. Nods.

DREW
I just wish I could trust her. I
feel like we've fought over this
stuff, over and over.

CHRIS
But in your heart, do you really
think she betrayed you?

Drew shakes his head.

CHRIS (CONT'D)
If she was afraid of losing you...
That fear could make anyone do
something stupid.

DREW
Like lie to me.

CHRIS
Let's be glad it wasn't something
worse.

Drew looks just as worried as ever.
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EXT. MASTERS HOUSE - PORCH - DAY

Chess rings the doorbell. The door opens to reveal OLIVIA.

OLIVIA
Chess! Hey!

Olivia steps outside and gives Chess a warm hug.

CHESS
Hey, Liv. Can we talk?

OLIVIA
Sure, come on in.

As Olivia turns her back on Chess, Chess grins, devious.

EXT. SUNSET VALLEY HIGH - JUNKIES' PARADISE - EVENING

Brandon walks towards Junkies' Paradise. Stops, smiles.

It's empty except for KIAN, who sits on one of the tables,
lost in thought.

BRANDON
I tried to think of the last
possible place you'd be. Guess I
was right!

Kian turns around. Sees him. Sighs.

KIAN
Hey.

BRANDON
Hey.

Brandon moves toward him. Their aggressive energy is gone.
Both are calm, exhausted. Brandon sits next to Kian.

BRANDON (CONT'D)
Sorry about... what I said. I was
trying to get you angry, fuck with
you.

KIAN
You definitely managed that.

(beat)
Sorry for...

He sighs. Shakes his head.

KIAN (CONT'D)
I have an anger problem. I see a
therapist and everything.
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BRANDON
(blinks, surprised)

Cool. Yeah, I get it. I've got a
similar problem, but I selfmedicate.

Brandon slips a JOINT from his jacket.

BRANDON (CONT'D)
Want some?

Kian ponders it. Sighs.

KIAN
Any other day, I'd hit you for
even offering.

Brandon grins.

BRANDON
Not so perfect after all.

KIAN
God, that would be nice. My parents
would be over the moon.

Brandon lights it up. Takes a drag. Lets it out.

BRANDON
Remember to inhale.

Kian nods, takes it. Takes a toke and COUGHS.

KIAN
That shit is foul. Just like I
imagined.

BRANDON
You spend your afternoons imagining
what it's like to be a pothead?

KIAN
Why not? I've nailed football player
and stud. Why not slip into some
other shoes once in a while?

Brandon chuckles. Takes a toke.

KIAN (CONT'D)
I've been kinda jealous of you for
a long time, man. You just... you
don't give a shit what anybody
thinks.

At this, Brandon laughs out loud.

BRANDON
I love that that is what you see,
here.
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KIAN
I'd love to be in your shoes for a
day or two. Nobody giving a shit
where I am, what I'm doing, what
I'm smoking. Which reminds me,
gimme.

Kian takes the joint and sucks it in like a pro.

BRANDON
You're a quick study, Daley.

KIAN
I've gotten pretty good at being
perfect at things - except
controlling my own fucking destiny.

Brandon eyes Kian.

BRANDON
Everybody thinks everybody's just
being natural. They don't get that
everyone around them's putting on
a show too. It's hilarious.

KIAN
There's no way this proud, don't
give a fuck burnout look is a show,
Pewter.

BRANDON
Burnout, sure.

(beat)
People put you in a box and you
slowly start to lock yourself in.
You get scared imagining what you'd
be without it.

KIAN
Like a closet.

Brandon takes a toke. Exhales.

BRANDON
Yeah. Like that.

Kian eyes Brandon, understanding him just a little better.
Smiles. Takes the joint.

KIAN
Maybe there's more than a box out
there for us. Maybe we've got to
just take what we want, and tell
everyone to fuck off, you know?

Brandon slips off the table to his feet.
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BRANDON
(sighs)

Easier said than done.

Brandon heads off toward the school. Kian eyes the joint.
Thinks. Sighs. Snuffs it out.

INT. MASTERS HOUSE - OLIVIA'S ROOM - EVENING

Chess sits on Olivia's bed, legs crossed. Olivia tosses
her messenger bag on the bed. Chess eyes it.

OLIVIA
I'll get us some snacks, okay?

CHESS
Sure, that would be awesome.

As Olivia moves to leave, Chess gives a GROAN of pain.

OLIVIA
Are you okay?

CHESS
Me? Oh yeah, I'm fine, it's just...
my time of the month, and I ran
out of tampons so I'm making it
work with a contraption made out
of duct tape and Kleenex.

OLIVIA
OMG, Chess! That is nasty! Don't
worry-

Olivia pulls one out of her purse.

OLIVIA (CONT'D)
Take as much time as you need,
okay?

Chess takes it.

CHESS
Thank you, Liv. You're a great
friend.

Olivia smiles and exits. Chess listens, making sure Olivia's
gone-

Chess grabs Olivia's bag and opens it, slipping the laptop
out. She closes it, making it look like it wasn't disturbed,
and slips into:

INT. MASTERS HOUSE - HALLWAY - EVENING

Chess freezes. Eyes both ends of the hallway. The bathroom
at the end. She moves briskly with the laptop under her
arm, into:
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INT. MASTERS HOUSE - BATHROOM - EVENING

Chess locks the door behind her. Opens the laptop to see
the message "Password Protected". She scowls.

She types something in: Rejected. Something else: Rejected.

CHESS
Please tell me the criminal
mastermind's password isn't
'password'...

She types it in. Success!

She looks through Olivia's desktop. Opens a folder.

A light KNOCK at the door startles Ches and she almost
drops the laptop!

OLIVIA (O.S.)
Chess, you okay in there?

CHESS
I'm so sorry, Liv. I might be a
while. Heavy flow, you know!

OLIVIA (V.O.)
Don't worry, I'll just check my
emails in my room. Take all the
time you need!

Chess' eyes go wide.

CHESS
You know, I could really use some...
a smoothie, you know? My stomach,
the cramps... I'm so sorry to impose-

OLIVIA
Don't worry, I totally get it.
I'll go make one right now!

Olivia leaves, and Chess' face falls. Does she really think
Olivia is the evil mastermind she suspects?

She sticks a memory stick into the computer and copies
over a folder of documents. Opens up Olivia's emails.

Sighs. It's all rather pedestrian. Stuff from her family,
newsletters, Alice.

CHESS
(mutters)

So much for that theory.

Chess' finger lingers over the 'Save to Disk' button. She
winces. Doesn't click it. Closes the laptop.

Chess exits, laptop under her arm.
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INT. MASTERS HOUSE - OLIVIA'S ROOM - EVENING

Chess closes the door and sighs with relief. The WINDOW
opens - she turns around to see BRANDON, halfway through
climbing into the room, staring at her.

BRANDON
Chess?

(beat)
Is that Olivia's laptop?

He leaps into the window, and Chess raises her hands in
surrender. He grabs it from her.

BRANDON (CONT'D)
What are you doing?

CHESS
Drew and I thought she was the
blogger of SVH Exposed.

BRANDON
SVH Exposed is over three years
old. She transferred to our school
last year, Chess. From out of state.

Chess puts her face in her hands.

CHESS
I'm sorry. Drew thinks it's me and
I needed proof it was her so he's
know it wasn't and I can't lose
him, he's my best friend-

The doorknob turns - Brandon SLIPS the laptop under Olivia's
pillow, hiding it from view!

Olivia enters with a smoothie, sees Brandon, smiles.

OLIVIA
Bran! What a surprise!

BRANDON
Today was strangely intense and I
wanted to see you.

She smiles, kisses him. Turns to Chess and offers the
smoothie.

OLIVIA
I hope this helps.

Chess glances to Brandon.

CHESS
I'm feeling much better, thanks.
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BRANDON
Liv, that looks good. Can you show
me how to make one?

OLIVIA
Sure!

(to Chess)
You don't mind?

CHESS
Don't worry, I'll be fine. You
guys go, I'll be down in a sec.

Olivia nods and drags Brandon out with her. He tosses Chess
a look as he leaves.

Chess slips the laptop from under the pillow and puts it
back in Olivia's bag. Sighs in relief.

EXT. CUNNINGHAM HOUSE - BACK PORCH - NIGHT

Chess and Drew sit, drinks in hand.

DREW
So, we didn't find out who it was.

I guess it's down to Bear, then.

CHESS
We must be wrong. He's just so...
dumb. He doesn't even have a hone
to blast from.

Chess' phone BUZZES to life. So does Drew's. She opens it.

CHESS (CONT'D)
It's SVH Exposed.

Drew eyes Chess. Smiles.

DREW
There we have it. I know it's not
you. Just like I thought.

Chess smiles but when she looks at it, her smile quickly
turns into a frown.

CHESS
(reading)

A snake among us at Sunset Valley
High seems to think he's hot shit,
and worse, that he could unmask
me. Working a theory about a
classroom with no signal, they
focused their witch hunt on six
innocent students.

(grim)
Drew Cunningham, be ready to reap
what you sow.
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MONTAGE of various students reading the blast on their
phones, including a crying Carmen, a depressed BEAR, Shannon
holding a devastated Ben, and a crying Olivia in a furious
Brandon's arms.

CHESS (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Included in this blast are hardkept,
scandalous secrets about the six
students you targeted. Read these,
I dare you to think any of them
would release this information
about themselves. You were
completely and utterly wrong.

BACK TO:

EXT. CUNNINGHAM HOUSE - BACK PORCH - NIGHT

Drew reads, his jaw dropped.

CHESS
Tomorrow, ask your friends if you
should keep looking. I think we
both know the answer. Much love,
SVH Exposed.

Drew and Chess share a horrified look. Chess SNAPS her
phone shut.

FADE TO BLACK.

END OF ACT TWO
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